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Introduction 

Hockey NL is the vibrant governing body for all of amateur hockey in our province. We have the leadership 
and development responsibility to promote positive hockey experiences. Our association represents over 
11,000 players, coaches and officials from the age of five through adult recreation. 

Hockey Newfoundland and Labrador believes... 

In a positive hockey experience for all participants, in a safe, sportsmanlike environment. 

In the development of life skills which will benefit participants throughout their lives. 

In the values of fair play and sportsmanship, including the development of respect for all people by all 
participants. 

In hockey opportunities for all people regardless of age, gender, color, race, ethnic origin, religion, sexual 
orientation, or socio-economic status and in both official languages. 

In the importance for participants to develop dignity and self- esteem.

To instill the values of honesty and integrity in participants at all times.

In the promotion of teamwork and the belief that what groups and society can achieve as a whole is greater than 
that which can be achieved by individuals. 

In the country of Canada, its tradition in the game of hockey, and the proud and successful representation of this 
tradition around the world. 

In the value of hard work, determination, the pursuit of excellence and success in all activities. 

In the benefits of personal and physical well- being.

Scope of the Project 

Hockey Newfoundland and Labrador is seeking proposals to supply the required apparel etc. for the 2023 
Canada Winter Games taking place February 19 – March 5, 2023.

Requirements/Minimum Specifications 

Respondents should provide a proposal, including price quotation for the following:

• Jerseys (i.e., BAUER, CCM, AK) – white and dark x 80 player and 8 goalie
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(embroidered twill front crest, 2 embroidered twill shoulder patches, 10" 2 colour twill numbers on 
back, 4" 2 colour twill numbers on sleeves)

• Pant shells (i.e., BAUER, CCM, AK) – Dark 40 player and 4 goalie (Team NL Logo)
• Socks (i.e., BAUER, CCM, AK) – white and dark x 80 player and 8 goalie
• Helmets (i.e., BAUER, CCM,) – 51 (staff and players) with cage
• Gloves (i.e., BAUER, CCM,) – 51 (staff and players)
• Hockey Bags (i.e., BAUER, CCM,) - 45 (Team NL logo)

Other:
• Toiletry bags – 51 (staff and players) (Team NL & Canada Winter Games Logo)
• Skate guards – 51 (staff and players) (Team NL & Canada Winter Games Logo)

Colours:
• Jerseys, pants shells, socks and bags – White, Maroon and Silver
• Helmets and Gloves – Black/ Black and White

Team NL Logo and Canada Winter Games logo rules are attached.

If selected as the successful RFP, please include the date when these items will be available to us and in 
our possession.

Project Schedule and RFP Deadline 

The closing date for this RFP is Tuesday, September 6, 2022, at 4:00 pm. There will be NO extensions. 
Late proposals will NOT be accepted. 

Please forward submissions to:

Mr. Craig Tulk, Executive Director
Hockey Newfoundland and Labrador

P.O. Box 176
Grand Falls-Windsor, NL A2A 2J4

Craig.tulk@nlhockey.onmicrosoft.com

Evaluation Process 

The Audit and Finance Committee of the board will conduct an evaluation of the proposals received. This 
committee is composed of Board members, with staff and other resources as ex-officio members. The objective 
of the evaluation process is to identify the proposal that most effectively meets the requirements of the RFP. 
The decision as to which proposal is in the best interest of Hockey Newfoundland and Labrador shall be 
determined by Hockey Newfoundland and Labrador acting in its sole discretion, after considering all of the 
elements of the evaluation process. 

Contact Information 

Hockey Newfoundland and Labrador management contact for this RFP is: Craig Tulk, Executive Director 
Phone: 709-489-5512 Email: craig.tulk@nlhockey.onmicrosoft.com.

mailto:craig.tulk@nlhockey.onmicrosoft.com
mailto:Craig.tulk@nlhockey.onmicrosoft.com
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General Terms and Conditions 

All the provisions of the RFP submitted are deemed to be accepted by the Respondent and incorporated in its 
proposal except those conditions and provisions, which are expressly excluded, by the proposal. 

The proposal(s) selected may be subject to further negotiations. 

Proposals must be valid and irrevocable for a period of ninety (90) calendar days following the Closing Date. 

Hockey Newfoundland and Labrador reserves the right to disqualify any proposal that is incomplete or is 
otherwise not submitted in accordance with the terms, conditions, and provisions in this RFP. 

Hockey Newfoundland and Labrador may accept or reject all or any part, of the proposal. 

Hockey Newfoundland and Labrador is not obligated to honor any pre-existing arrangements, agreements, or 
contracts made, either formal or informal, between the Respondent and other agencies. Where such 
arrangements are submitted in the RFP by the Respondent, Hockey Newfoundland and Labrador reserves the 
right to negotiate further with the Respondent regarding these arrangements, or may, at its discretion, not honor 
such arrangements, agreements, or contracts. 

Financial 

All costs associated or incurred with the preparation and presentation of the Respondent’s response to his RFP 
shall be borne by the Respondent.

The rejection of any or all proposals shall not render Hockey Newfoundland and Labrador liable for any costs 
or damages. 

Hockey Newfoundland and Labrador shall not be held liable for any error or omission in any part of this RFP. 
While Hockey Newfoundland and Labrador has used considerable efforts to ensure an accurate representation 
of information in this RFP, the information contained in the RFP is supplied solely as a guideline for 
Respondents. The information is not guaranteed or warranted to be accurate by Hockey Newfoundland and 
Labrador, nor is it necessarily comprehensive or exhaustive. Nothing in this RFP is intended to relieve 
Respondents from forming their own opinions and conclusions with respect to the matters addressed in this 
RFP.

Confidentiality 

Hockey Newfoundland and Labrador will consider all proposals submitted in response to this RFP as 
confidential. 

The submission of the proposal will be deemed to be consent by the Respondent: 

▪ To the disclosure of the proposal to such individuals or other parties as may be required for the purpose of 
reviewing the proposal to determine the successful Respondent and to administer the RFP; 

▪ To allow Hockey Newfoundland and Labrador to make copies of the proposal received for the review of the 
proposal or the administration of the RFP; 

▪ To the retention of the proposal by Hockey Newfoundland and Labrador; 
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▪ To the disclosure of the name of the successful Respondent(s) 

Indemnification 

The Respondent shall indemnify and save harmless Hockey Newfoundland and Labrador and the Hockey 
Newfoundland and Labrador directors, officers, employees, independent contractors, subcontractors, agents, 
and assigns from all costs, losses, damages, judgments, claims, demands, suits, actions, causes of action, 
contracts or other proceedings of any kind or nature. 

(1) Based on, occasioned by, or attributable to anything done or omitted to be done by the Respondent or the 
Respondent’s directors, officers, employees, independent contractors, subcontractors, members, partners, 
volunteers, agents, and assigns (“Respondent’s Personnel”) in connection with this RFP or the agreement 
entered into pursuant to this RFP; and, 

(2) For the infringement or alleged infringement of any intellectual property right or patent based upon the use 
of anything, or invention protected by any intellectual property protection and in respect of the use by Hockey 
Newfoundland and Labrador articles and supplies furnished pursuant to the RFP or the Agreement entered into 
pursuant to this RFP.

Subcontracting 

The Respondent shall not assign, transfer, or pledge, directly or indirectly, any provision or right under this RFP 
or retain subcontractors for the performance of the services to be provided or obligations to be fulfilled pursuant 
to this RFP without the prior written consent of Hockey Newfoundland and Labrador. Such consent of Hockey 
Newfoundland and Labrador may be withheld by Hockey Newfoundland and Labrador in Hockey 
Newfoundland and Labrador’s sole discretion or granted subject to such terms and conditions as Hockey 
Newfoundland and Labrador may require. 

No assignment or subcontract shall relieve the Respondent from its obligations arising from the RFP or may 
impose any liability upon Hockey Newfoundland and Labrador to any assignee or subcontractor. 

The Respondent shall at all times be held fully responsible for the acts and omissions of the assignee’s or 
subcontractor’s directors, officers, employees, independent contractors, subcontractors, shareholders, members, 
partners, volunteers, agents, and assigns. 

Conflict of Interest 

Each Respondent must declare to Hockey Newfoundland and Labrador as part of its proposal any situation that 
may be either a conflict of interest or a potential or perceived conflict of interest between its interest and the 
interest of Hockey Newfoundland and Labrador under this RFP or the Agreement entered into pursuant to this 
RFP. If such conflict of interest does exist, Hockey Newfoundland and Labrador may, at its discretion, withhold 
the award of an agreement from the Respondent, until the matter is suitably resolved. Failure to properly 
disclose a conflict of interest shall result in disqualification of a proposal. 

If Hockey Newfoundland and Labrador is not informed of a conflict of interest until after a contract award has 
been made, Hockey Newfoundland and Labrador, may at its sole discretion, cancel the contract award and hold 
the Respondent liable for any damages, costs or expenses caused by the Respondent’s failure to properly 
disclose the conflict of interest



Maroon: 
Pantone 504
C29 M82 K44 K73
R87 G41 B50

Red Gradient: 
Pantone 7621 > Pantone 485
C0 M98 K91 K30 > C0 M95 K100 K0
R171 G35 B40 > R218 G41 B28

Blue Gradient: 
Pantone 654 > Pantone 7689
C100 M71 K10 K47 > C77 M25 K6 K0
R0 G58 B112 > R41 G143 B194

Gold Gradient: 
Pantone 7409 > Pantone 107
C0 M31 K100 K0 > C0 M0 K92 K0
R240 G179 B35 > R251 G255 B34



Maroon: 
Pantone 504
C29 M82 K44 K73
R87 G41 B50

Red: 
Pantone 7621
C0 M98 K91 K30 
R171 G35 B50 

Blue: 
Pantone 654 
C100 M71 K10 K47 
R0 G58 B112

Gold: 
Pantone 7409 
C0 M31 K100 K0 
R240 G179 B35 
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THIS MANUALINTRODUCTION

Hello! Bonjour!
Our brand is not just a logo. It’s composed  
of several core elements and guiding 
principles designed to work together  
to create a consistent voice, look and  
feel for the Canada Games brand.  
Our guidelines are meant as a source  
of creative inspiration, they will assist you 
in designing and producing compelling 
communications with a high degree of 
creative flexibility.
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1.0 Our brand
We exist to strengthen the fabric of 
Canada, through the power of sport. 
Therefore we promise to celebrate and 
inspire the best of the next generation. 
In everything we do, we spark greatness, 
and as a result are seen as amplifying, 
passionate, inclusive and enriching.
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OUR PURPOSE
Strengthen the fabric
of Canada, through 
the power of sport.
Our purpose gives meaning to why the Canada Games  
exist for our internal and external audiences alike.

It defines our reason for being that galvanizes our  
team to be our greatest believers and our host  
societies, volunteers, partners, vendors, attendees  
and fans to become our greatest ambassadors.

It is our emotional point of reference.
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OUR PROMISE
Celebrate and inspire
the best of the next 
generation.
It’s a podium for us all. 

We come together as a country to celebrate  
the best of the next generation of athletes,  
chasing their best performances. 

And in doing so - we inspire the best in  
what we are, and what we can be… from  
partner, to volunteer, to community, venue,  
coach and fan.
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OUR SPIRIT
Spark greatness.
We are the catalyst for growth, passion,  
and lasting confidence. A spirit enabled by  
our team, felt throughout our experience,  
and demonstrated by the enduring legacies  
we leave behind. 

Alive with energy, we celebrate Canada  
together - inspiring, uniting, and transforming  
the next generation of Canadian champions.
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OUR SPIRIT1.3 OUR BRAND



OUR ATTRIBUTES

Passionate
Amplifying 
Inclusive
Enriching
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2.0  
Logo
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LOGO INTRODUCTION2.0 LOGO



Our logo shape is 
derived from both a 
spark and a maple leaf, 
and represents Canada 
Games Councils vision 
to spark greatness.
Within this shape is PEI’s 
iconic confederation 
bridge, symbolizing our 
island nature, where 
water and land meet. 
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LOGO INTRODUCTION2.1 LOGO



PRIMARY LOGO
The horizontal version is the primary logo  
and should be used whenever possible.

SECONDARY LOGO
The stacked version is the secondary logo and 
should only be used when space prohibits the 
use of the primary logo.
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There are two versions of our logo, 
a horizontal and a stacked version. 
The horizontal version should be 
considered the primary version. 
However, it’s best to use the logo 
version that suits the space of the 
particular design need.

Please note that the logo should 
always be used in its entirety.

2.2 LOGO LOGO OPTIONS

About  
our logo.



ONE-COLOUR LOGO REVERSE
For single, solid colour applications on dark 
images or backgrounds, the one-colour  
reversed version should be used.

FULL-COLOUR LOGO
On light images or backgrounds our logo 
should appear in its full-colour version 
whenever possible.

ONE-COLOUR LOGO BLACK
For single, solid colour applications, the  
one-colour black version should be used.

FULL-COLOUR LOGO REVERSE
When using the logo on a dark background, 
the full-colour reversed version can be used.

2.3 LOGO

Logo colour 
versions.
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LOGO VERSIONS
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PROTECTIVE SPACE
To preserve the integrity of our logo, always 
maintain a minimum clear space around the 
logo. This clear space protects the logo from 
competing graphic elements such as other 
logos, symbols, or text. The clear space (X) 
around the logo is dictated by cap size of the 
‘G’ in our wordmark.

MINIMUM SIZE
To ensure legibility, our logo must never be 
reproduced smaller than 31.75mm (1.25”) in width 
and 100px width in digital applications.

1.25”
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When placing our primary logo  
in proximity to other logos, text  
or graphic devices, please follow  
these guidelines to assure the  
integrity of our logo is upheld.

Clear space  
and minimum 
size.
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PROTECTIVE SPACE
To preserve the integrity of our logo, always 
maintain a minimum clear space around the 
logo. This clear space protects the logo from 
competing graphic elements such as other 
logos, symbols, or text. The clear space (X) 
around the logo is dictated by cap size of the 
‘G’ in our wordmark.

MINIMUM SIZE
To ensure legibility, our logo 
must never be reproduced 
smaller than 16.5mm (.65”) in  
width and 55px width in 
digital applications. .65”
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When placing our secondary logo  
in proximity to other logos, text  
or graphic devices, please follow  
these guidelines to assure the  
integrity of our logo is upheld.

Clear space  
and minimum 
size.



Typical Communication
Canada Games Logo Horizontal Full Colour

Vertical Communication
Canada Games Logo Stacked Full Colour
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LOGO USAGE2.6 LOGO

Choose the best logo version  
for the job. If the primary logo 
version (horizontal) doesn’t work 
in the space provided – use the 
stacked version.

Logo  
Usage.



LOGOS ON COLOUR PALETTE
CANADA GAMES PEI 2023 BRAND GUIDELINES 162.7 LOGO

Use this guide when selecting the 
most appropriate logo to use with 
di�erent background colours.

Logos on Colour 
Palette.



3.0  
Colour
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Some colours have been optimized  
for on-screen (RGB) or print (CMYK)  
reproduction. The specific CMYK, RGB  
and hexidecimal colour values provided  
here must be specified individually for  
each colour. Do not use the automated  
colour conversion tools in your software.

SECTION NAME
CANADA GAMES PEI 2023 BRAND GUIDELINES 183.1 COLOUR

Our primary colour palette is 
inspired by our island nature – a 
tonal array of blues representing 
the ocean and greens symbolic 
of our rolling hills. 

Primary Colour 
Palette.

PRIMARY COLOUR PALETTE

Pale Green (Pantone 9560)
CMYK C13 M0 Y12 K2

RGB R232 G251 B232

HEX E8FBE8

Highlight Green (Pantone 7487)
CMYK C42 M0 Y60 K0

RGB R139 G233 B139

HEX 8BE98B

Grass Green (Pantone 360)
CMYK C62 M0 Y78 K0

RGB R95 G213 B103

HEX 5FD567

Field Green (Pantone 7739)
CMYK C80 M10 Y100 K0

RGB R29 G162 B61

HEX 1DA23D

Shadow Green (Pantone 3435)
CMYK C95 M19 Y70 K72

RGB R13 G37 B26

HEX 0D251A

Pale Blue (Pantone 656)
CMYK C10 M2 Y0 K0

RGB R232 G245 B253

HEX E8F5FD

Highlight Blue (Pantone 297)
CMYK C51 M0 Y1 K0

RGB R141 G202 B246

HEX 8DCAF6

Ripple Blue (Pantone 2727)
CMYK C75 M40 Y0 K0

RGB R89 G129 B218

HEX 5981DA

Ocean Blue (Pantone 2736)
CMYK C100 M90 Y0 K0

RGB R51 G65 B180

HEX 3341B4

Shadow Blue (Pantone 2757)
CMYK C100 M82 Y8 K32

RGB R10 G14 B73

HEX 0A0E49
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Secondary Colour 
Palette.

PRIMARY COLOUR PALETTE

White
CMYK C0 M0 Y0 K0

RGB R255 G255 B255

HEX FFFFFF

Black (Pantone Black C)
CMYK C65 M66 Y68 K82

RGB R45 G42 B38

HEX 2d2926

Pale Red (Pantone 9241)
CMYK C0 M12 Y11 K0

RGB R252 G234 B229

HEX FCEAE5

Highlight Red (Pantone 486)
CMYK C0 M52 Y43 K0

RGB R226 G154 B129

HEX E29A81

Sand Red (Pantone 485)
CMYK C0 M93 Y95 K0

RGB R206 G83 B52

HEX CE5334

Cli� Red (Pantone 484)
CMYK C0 M86 Y79 K41

RGB R156 B36 B10

HEX 9C240A

Shadow Red (Pantone 490)
CMYK C29 M85 Y54 K72

RGB R64 B15 B23

HEX 400F17

Some colours have been optimized  
for on-screen (RGB) or print (CMYK)  
reproduction. The specific CMYK, RGB  
and hexidecimal colour values provided  
here must be specified individually for  
each colour. Do not use the automated  
colour conversion tools in your software.

Our secondary colour palette 
is inspired by the red sand cli�s 
along our coastline. Black and 
white are also used within our 
colour palette.



4.0
Pictograms
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PICTOGRAMS - STAND ALONE

Alpine Skiing

Cross Country Ski

Gymnastics

Snowboard

Archery

Curling

Hockey

Speed Skating

Badminton

Fencing

Judo

Squash

Biathlon

Figure Skating

Karate

Table Tennis

Boxing

Freestyle Ski

Ringette

Wheelchair Basketball

4.1 PICTOGRAMS

Pictograms.

All pictograms are available  
in stand-alone versions as  
shown here.
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PICTOGRAMS - HOLDING SHAPE4.2 PICTOGRAMS

Alpine Skiing

Cross Country Ski

Gymnastics

Snowboard

Archery

Curling

Hockey

Speed Skating

Badminton

Fencing

Judo

Squash

Biathlon

Figure Skating

Karate

Table Tennis

Boxing

Freestyle Ski

Ringette

Wheelchair Basketball

Pictograms.

All pictograms are also available 
in holding shape versions as  
shown here.
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CLEAR SPACE

Pictogram  
clear space.

4.3 PICTOGRAMS

To preserve the integrity of our 
pictograms, always maintain a 
minimum clear space. This clear 
space protects the pictogram from 
other competing graphic elements.

The clear space is calculated 
by adding a protective area 
equivalent to 1/6th of the longest 
side of any pictogram. 
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COLOUR VERSIONS

Colour versions.

4.4 PICTOGRAMS

Use this guide when selecting the 
most appropriate pictogram to use 
with di�erent background colours.

Avoid using colour combinations 
not seen in this grid.
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PICTOGRAM GRID4.5 PICTOGRAMS

Pictogram grid.

_CMYK_CMYK _CMYK_CMYK

5x4 Grid

4x5 Grid

When reproducing the full set of 
PEI pictograms, use this o�cial grid 
layout whenever possible  
(can be oriented in either direction).

The order of the pictograms 
shouldn’t be altered. The sports 
are placed in alphabetical order 
in English, and should remain that 
way even when applied to other 
languages.

Use this grid layout for both the 
freestanding versions and the 
holding shape versions.



PEI Logo. The logo should be 
optically aligned vertically to the 
pictogram. This alignment may vary 
depending on the shape of the 
pictogram.

Divider line to maintain the  
integrity of each element.

Note: For both versions a clear 
space equal to 1/6th of the height 
or width of the pictogram should be 
left on either side of the divider line.

The pictogram in holding shape. 
This element should be scaled so that 
it feels equally balanced in relation 
to the logo. Only the pictograms in 
holding shapes should be used.

1

1

2

2

3

3
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LOGO LOCK-UP

Pictogram 
logo lock-up.

4.6 PICTOGRAMS



_CMYK_CMYK

You can use stand-alone pictograms on 
photography providing there is su�cient clear 
space to avoid crowding or obscuring of the form.

When combining pictograms with our coastline graphic, 
it’s generally preferred to use the versions in holding 
shapes, to keep things from getting too busy.

However, the freestanding pictograms can work when 
the graphic background is simple and bold enough so 
that it doesn’t create a distraction with the forms.

On busier backgrounds using the versions in the holding 
shapes is recommended, taking care to ensure the 
holding shape contrasts the background.
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GRAPHIC USAGE

Graphic usage.

4.7 PICTOGRAMS

The examples here demonstrate 
appropriate ways our pictograms 
can be used with photography  
and with our coastline graphic.



Never reflect the pictogram Never rotate the pictogram Never reposition the character 
inside the holding shape

Never distort the pictogram

Never use colours outside  
the PEI Guidelines palette

Never alter the holding shape Never alter the form of the 
pictogram

Never add elements to the 
pictogram

Never crop the pictogram Never fill in the character with 
colour when in a holding shape

Never overlay text on top  
of the pictogram

Never add a drop-shadow  
to the pictogram

spark greatness. 
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INCORRECT USAGE

Incorrect usage.

4.8 PICTOGRAMS

Avoid modifying the pictograms in 
these ways to maintain consistency 
and brand integrity.

These rules apply to both the stand 
alone versions and the holding 
shape versions.



5.0
Sponsor 
+ Partner  
logo 
lock-up
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SPONSOR PARTNER INTRODUCTION5.0 SPONSOR PARTNER LOCK-UP



x
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SPONSOR PARTNER LOCK-UP OVERVIEW5.1 SPONSOR PARTNER LOCK-UP

OFFICIAL SPONSOR

xx

x

xx

Host City Logo

Divider line to maintain the  
integrity of each logo.

Note: For both versions a 
clear space equal to one 
G should be left either 
side of the divider line.

Sponsor Logo. The sponsor logo 
should be vertically centred in 
relation to the Host city logo.  
This should be done optically,  
solutions will vary depending  
on the sponsor logo.

O�cial Sponsor 
/Partner logo 
lock-up.

OFFICIAL SPONSOR

1

1

2

2

3

3
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SPONSOR PARTNER LOCK-UP OVERVIEW5.1 SPONSOR PARTNER LOCK-UP

This version should be used in the 
instances where a sponsor would 
like to place the logo on their own 
marketing materials where their 
logo already has a strong presence. 
For example, Canadian Tire could 
use this logo on their store window. 
In such a case, a lock-up as seen 
on the previous page may result 
in the redundant repetition of a 
Partner or Sponsors logo.

O�cial Sponsor 
/Partner 
designation.

OFFICIAL SPONSOR

OFFICIAL SPONSOR
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If you have any questions related  
to the Canada Games PEI brand or 
implementing these guidelines  
please feel free to contact:

Garet Cameron
Director – Marketing, Communications  
& Stakeholder Relations

647.819.0984 
gcameron@2023canadagames.ca

Note: The images in this document are for 
internal purposes only. The images are not to 
be used in any external communications.

Contact Us


